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Abstract: On-orbit whisk-broom sensors have scanning mirror assemblies, whose reflectance
variations with scan angle must be characterized prior to launch. One such instrument is the Visible
Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) onboard the Joint Polar Satellite System 2 (JPSS-2) platform.
The scanning optics inside VIIRS includes a four mirror rotating telescope assembly (RTA) and a
half angle mirror (HAM), rotating at half the speed of the RTA, which de-rotates the light before it
enters the aft-optics assembly. The angle of incidence (AOI) on the HAM varies with scan angle; all of
the other optical components in VIIRS have a fixed AOI with scan angle. In general, the reflectance
of the HAM will vary with AOI. This parameter is difficult to quantify once in orbit and therefore
must be characterized pre-launch. Ground measurements were performed in the summer of 2016 to
determine the relative reflectance change of the instrument with scan angle, referred to as the response
versus scan angle (RVS). This work will describe the RVS testing performed and the results obtained,
including an atmospheric water vapor correction and an uncertainty analysis. Results indicate
that the reflectance variation with scan angle is small for spectral bands between 0.4 µm and 4 µm
(less than 2% over the full range of AOI); in contrast, the reflectance variation is between 3% and 10%
for the spectral bands in the 8 µm to 12 µm range. Uncertainties are below 0.05% in the reflective solar
spectral region and below 0.26% in the thermal emissive spectral region. Comparisons to previous
VIIRS builds (on the SNPP and JPSS-1 satellites) show comparable performance.
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1. Introduction

Space-borne remote sensing instruments have been critical to the development of Earth science,
including applications to land, ocean, and atmospheric science disciplines [1–3]; one such sensor is the
Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) that has flown on the Suomi National Polar-orbiting
Partnership (SNPP) since 2011 [4,5] and is scheduled to launch on the Joint Polar Satellite System 1
(JPSS-1) platform in November 2017 [6]. The third sensor in the series, scheduled to launch aboard the
Joint Polar Satellite System 2 (JPSS-2) platform in 2021, is currently undergoing ground testing at the
sensor vendor test facility (Raytheon El Segundo). It is critical that certain parameters are characterized
prior to launch, as they are difficult to update once the sensor is on orbit. This work focuses on the
characterization of one of those parameters, the JPSS-2 VIIRS response versus scan angle (RVS), which
measures the relative change in the reflectance of the optics with scan angle. Testing was performed in
the summer of 2016 by the sensor vendor to measure the JPSS-2 VIIRS RVS.
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The RVS was also characterized for the two preceding VIIRS sensors pre-launch [7,8]. The testing
methodology has largely remained consistent between the three sensor builds. However, some of the
analysis has been updated in this work including an atmospheric water vapor correction [9] and an
improved uncertainty analysis. Additionally, some of the model assumptions will be reconsidered.

Section 2 will provide a brief overview of the VIIRS sensor as well as the RVS testing approach.
The RVS analysis methodology is described in Section 3 including the atmospheric water vapor
correction and uncertainty analysis. Section 4 will detail the results of the analysis and the comparison
of JPSS-2 VIIRS to earlier VIIRS builds. Lastly, Section 5 will provide some conclusions.

2. Overview

2.1. VIIRS Overview

VIIRS is a cross-track scanning radiometer that was designed to fly aboard satellites in a polar,
sun-synchronous orbit, giving it the capacity to image the Earth twice a day [4,7]. The VIIRS optical
path from the entrance aperture first passes through the rotating telescope assembly (RTA), which is
composed of an afocal three mirror anastigmat followed by a fold mirror [4,6]. The RTA rotates once
about every 1.78 s perpendicular to the spacecraft’s direction of motion, viewing a ±56 degree swath
through the Earth view port. Additionally, the RTA views three calibration targets to maintain the
instrument calibration on orbit: a deep space view (SV) at about −65 degrees scan angle used as a dark
reference; a view of the internal blackbody at about 100 degrees scan angle used for emissive band
on-orbit calibration; and a view of the onboard solar diffuser (SD) at about 157 degrees scan angle,
which provides a reflective band calibration target when illuminated by the Sun. The light exiting
the RTA is directed onto a two-sided rotating fold mirror, referred to as the half angle mirror (HAM),
that rotates at half the speed of the RTA, de-rotating the light beam and directing it into the fixed
aft-optics. The optical path then passes through a fold mirror and a four mirror anastigmat as it enters
the aft-optics. The visible and near infrared light is then reflected by a dichroic beamsplitter onto a
focal plane array (FPA). Longer wavelengths are transmitted and then encounter a second dichroic
beamsplitter that separates the short and mid-wave infrared (SMWIR) from the long-wave infrared
(LWIR) and directs each to a separate FPA.

There are 21 spectral bands and one pan-chromatic band (referred to as the day–night band,
or DNB) covering a wavelength range from 0.41 µm to 12 µm onboard VIIRS [6,7]. Nine visible and
near infrared channels are located on the first FPA, whose temperature floats with the instrument;
an adjacent temperature controlled FPA (tied to an intermediate stage of the passive cooler) contains
the DNB. There are eight channels on the SMWIR FPA and four channels on the LWIR FPA; both of
these FPAs are enclosed in dewars tied to the cold stage of the passive cooler, which will maintain their
FPA temperatures on orbit at around 82 K.

The spectral bands are listed in Table 1 along with their center wavelengths. Bands are named
beginning with ‘I’ for imaging resolution or ‘M’ for moderate resolution. The bands with center
wavelengths below 3 µm were designed to measure the sunlight reflected off the Earth (referred to
as reflective bands) and the bands with center wavelengths above 3 µm were meant to observe the
radiance emitted by the Earth (referred to as emissive or thermal bands). Note that, although bands
M16A and M16B are treated separately pre-launch, on orbit, they will be combined into one spectral
band. Each band has 16 detectors (32 for the imaging bands), aligned parallel to the direction of motion,
that image the Earth’s surface with footprints adjacent to each other.

On orbit, the calibration of both the reflective and emissive bands is maintained largely through
views of the onboard calibration targets (solar diffuser and internal blackbody, respectively) [4,5].
To transfer the calibration from either target to the Earth view data, knowledge of the RVS is required.
As a result, the RVS plays a critical role in the maintenance of the calibration for all bands on orbit.
Moreover, this quantity is difficult to characterize on orbit with sufficient accuracy; therefore, the RVS
of all 22 bands must be characterized prior to launch.
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Table 1. VIIRS spectral bands along with their center wavelengths.

Band Center Band Center Band Center
(nm) (nm) (nm)

M1 412 M7 865 I4 3740
M2 445 I2 865 M13 4050
M3 488 M8 1240 M14 8550
M4 555 M9 1378 M15 10,763
I1 640 M10 1610 I5 11,450

M5 672 I3 1610 M16A 12,013
DNB 700 M11 2250 M16B 12,013
M6 746 M12 3700

2.2. Testing Overview

The sensor vendor (Raytheon, El Segundo, CA, USA) performed testing in the summer of 2016 to
characterize the RVS for all bands on JPSS-2 VIIRS. The test setup used to measure the JPSS-1 VIIRS
RVS was described in detail in [8]; as the testing for JPSS-2 VIIRS RVS was very similar to the previous
sensor build, only a brief description is included here.

The testing was performed under laboratory ambient conditions and the VIIRS instrument was
placed on a rotating table with the scan plane perpendicular to gravity. This allowed the instrument to
view external sources by either rotating the instrument (for the reflective bands) or moving the source
to a different location (for the thermal bands) while keeping the illumination level constant.

An integrating sphere was used as a source for the reflective solar bands and the internal blackbody
was used as a dark reference. Light from four 200 W lamps illuminated the sphere, whose exit aperture
as viewed from VIIRS was an extended source. The instrument was rotated to view the integrating
sphere at different scan angles and was operated successively at three different integration times
per scan angle (to ensure that all reflective bands observed an unsaturated signal while viewing the
same source configuration). The scan angles measured for JPSS-2 VIIRS are listed in Table 2 in the
order measured (including repeated measurements at ∼−8 degrees used to assess source stability).
Temperature and humidity monitors (THM) were placed near the exit aperture of the integrating
sphere and near the VIIRS nadir door.

An external blackbody with a large area cavity, the internal blackbody, and an external dark
reference target were used as sources for the thermal emissive bands (set to 345 K, 312 K, and ambient
or 294 K, respectively). The external blackbody position was changed such that VIIRS viewed this
blackbody at the scan angles listed in Table 2, in the order measured (measurements were repeated
at ∼−8 degrees to assess source stability). The Earth view was rotated to start at ∼−70 degrees scan
angle, allowing a full view of the external blackbody at the SV scan angle. The external reference target
was placed at about 55.5 degrees scan angle.
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Table 2. Scan angles measured for both the reflective and emissive RVS testing in the order measured,
along with their corresponding HAM AOI. All angles are given in degrees and are referenced to the
boresight, which is about 0.6 degrees from band M1 pointing.

Reflective Thermal

Collection Scan Angle HAM AOI Collection Scan Angle HAM AOI
(Degrees) (Degrees) (Degrees) (Degrees)

1 −66.3 60.7 1 −8.0 38.5
2 −8.7 38.8 2 −66.2 60.7
3 −38.7 49.6 3 21.6 30.9
4 5.3 34.6 4 −45.5 52.2
5 −45.7 52.3 5 5.5 34.5
6 −8.7 38.8 6 −8.0 38.5
7 −55.7 56.4 7 −55.9 56.4
8 21.3 30.9 8 −20.5 42.8
9 −30.7 46.5 9 −38.5 49.5

10 −8.7 38.6 10 −8.0 38.5
11 −51.7 54.7 11 −51.4 54.6
12 37.5 28.9 12 35.0 29.1
13 −20.7 42.8 13 −30.5 46.4
14 54.5 28.9 14 −8.0 38.5
15 −8.7 38.8 15 −61.2 58.6

16 5.4 34.6

3. Methodology

The RVS is modeled as a quadratic polynomial in HAM angle of incidence (AOI) [8], or

RVS = a0 + a1 AOI + a2 AOI2. (1)

The final RVS is normalized to the RVS at the SV HAM AOI (AOISV) of 60.47 degrees. The RVS at
a specific AOI is denoted by a subscript; for instance, the RVS at AOISV is written as RVSSV . The ai are
free parameters used to fit the measured RVS to the measured AOI. The HAM AOI is related to the
scan angle θ by the following [8]:

AOI = cos−1
[

cos (28.6) cos
(

1
2

θ − 23
)]

, (2)

where the 28.6 degree angle accounts for the out-of-plane tilt of the HAM that folds the light into the
aft-optics. The remainder describes the de-rotation of the light beam as it passes from the RTA through
the HAM.

As VIIRS scanned across an external source (either the integrating sphere or the external
blackbody), a scan profile was formed consisting of a plateau corresponding to scan angles where the
VIIRS footprint was fully inside the source aperture and decreasing signal before and after the plateau
corresponding to scan angles where the VIIRS footprint only partially viewed the source aperture.
This profile was consistent from scan angle to scan angle for a given source. A centroid of the profile
was estimated for each scan angle, and a window of 48 un-aggregated pixels was selected centered
on the centroid for processing (the same number of pixels was used for both the internal blackbody
and dark reference views). The measured θ were determined by referencing the middle sample of this
window to the start of scan, which is known from uploadable tables and telemetry.

As the HAM is a two-sided fold mirror, whose mirror sides were coated separately, the RVS must
be characterized for each HAM side independently, in addition to being characterized for each spectral
band and detector. The two sides of the HAM are denoted as A and B.
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3.1. Reflective Bands

To determine the measured RVS for the reflective bands, the average over all pixels in the selected
window was estimated for each scan angle, subtracting off the average of the pixels viewing the
dark reference (in this case views of the internal blackbody). The highest unsaturated signal from the
three integration times was used in the analysis for each spectral band. To account for any source
drift, the repeated measurements at −8 degrees scan angle were used to detrend the data via a linear
interpolation between the repeated measurements. The instrument response was then normalized to
the first repeated measurement to produce the measured RVS. The measured RVS and AOI were then
fit to a quadratic polynomial, and finally renormalized to AOISV . Additional corrections necessary for
atmospheric effects are described in Section 3.3.

3.2. Thermal Bands

The RVS plays a more complicated role in the thermal model, as the difference in radiances from
two paths is used to calibrate the sensor (one path to view the Earth and one path to view deep space).
The components along the optical path act as thermal sources; those components before the HAM have
RVS dependent contributions to the radiance reaching the detectors that do not cancel in the difference.
Consider the at-detector, path difference radiance for the external and internal sources (here referred
to as the LABB and OBCBB) [10]

∑2
i=0 cidni

LABB = RVSLABBεLABBLBB
LABB − RVSSVSLBB

SVS
− (RVSLABB−RVSSVS)

ρRTA

[
LBB

HAM − (1− ρRTA) LBB
RTA

]
,

(3)

∑2
i=0 cidni

OBCBB = RVSOBCBBLOBCBB − RVSSVSLBB
SVS

− (RVSOBCBB−RVSSVS)
ρRTA

[
LBB

HAM − (1− ρRTA) LBB
RTA

]
,

(4)

where LBB denotes a spectrally weighted Planck radiance and the subscript denotes the source.
ρRTA represents the reflectance of the RTA and SVS refers to an external dark reference target.
The emissivity of the external blackbody (εLABB) is sufficiently close to unity that it is ignored; in contrast,
the emissivity of the internal blackbody (εOBCBB) is less than unity, so that a reflected contribution off
the internal blackbody must be included in Equation (5); the total radiance emanating from the internal
blackbody is

LOBCBB = εOBCBBLBB
OBCBB + (1− εOBCBB)

(
0.654LBB

SH + 0.053LBB
CAV + 0.293LBB

RTA

)
, (5)

where SH and CAV refer to components in the scan cavity which emit light that is reflected into
the VIIRS optical path. In practice, the reflected contribution is small (on the order of 0.5% or
less). The instrument response when viewing the external blackbody (dnLABB) was determined by
subtracting the average of the dark reference data from the average response of the external blackbody
view. The instrument response when viewing the internal blackbody (dnOBCBB) was determined in
a similar manner. The ci are the radiometric calibration coefficients that are used to convert offset
corrected detector response to radiance.

For the purposes of this test, the offset and nonlinear calibration coefficients (c0 and c2) were
ignored and the ratio of Equations (3) and (4) is (after rearranging)

RVSLABB
RVSOBCBB

=
(

dnLABB
dnOBCBB

{
LOBCBB − RVSSVS

RVSOBCBB
LBB

SVS

−
(

1− RVSSVS
RVSOBCBB

)
1

ρRTA

[
LBB

HAM − (1− ρRTA) LBB
RTA

]}
+ RVSSVS

RVSOBCBB

{
LBB

SVS −
1

ρRTA

[
LBB

HAM − (1− ρRTA) LBB
RTA

]})
/
{

LBB
LABB −

1
ρRTA

[
LBB

HAM − (1− ρRTA) LBB
RTA

]}
.

(6)
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Because both sides of Equation (6) depend on the RVS, an iterative approach was used. In previous
work [8], the SVS, HAM, and RTA were assumed to have the same temperature. This simplifies
Equation (6) to the form

RVSLABB
RVSOBCBB

=
dnLABB

dnOBCBB

(
LOBCBB − LBB

RTA
)(

LBB
LABB − LBB

RTA
) . (7)

The measured RVS and AOI were then fit to a quadratic polynomial, and finally renormalized
to RVSSV .

3.3. Atmospheric Correction

Band M9 is located in a spectral region with strong atmospheric absorption due to water vapor.
A correction methodology was described in [9]; what follows is an update to that work.

Four THM were used during testing to measure the ambient laboratory temperature and relative
humidity (RH) about every 2 s. THM #2 was placed near the integrating sphere aperture; THM #4 was
located near the VIIRS nadir door. These measurements were used to estimate the absolute humidity
(AH) and the atmospheric transmittance necessary to correct the RVS for band M9.

The AH (in g/m3) is the mass of water vapor (mWV) divided by the volume (V) it occupies; for an
ideal gas, this gives

AH =
mWV

V
=

P
R× T

=
RH × PS

R× T
, (8)

where P is the partial pressure (in Pa), PS is the saturation pressure, T is the temperature (in K), 1/R is
the gas constant (2.16679 g × K/J), and RH = P/PS. The saturation pressure can be approximated by
the August–Roche–Magnus formula [11], or

AH = 2.16679
RH
T

PS = 2.16679
RH
T

610.94e(
17.625T−4814.369

T−30.11 ). (9)

The total path length (`) is modeled as the sum of the path length from the integrating sphere
aperture to the VIIRS SMWIR dewar window (here 7.0 m; 3.34 m inside VIIRS and 3.66 m from the
sphere aperture to VIIRS aperture) and the path length inside the sphere before the light escapes
through the sphere aperture. However, multiple bounces inside the sphere will lead to different total
path lengths. As a result, the transmittance is modeled as the sum over multiple paths simulating
different numbers of bounces before the light passes through the sphere aperture [12], or

τ =
1
E

ρ
Aex

AT

100

∑
j=1

[(
ρ

AW
AT

)j−1
τLBLRTM

(
T, AH, `j

)]
, (10)

where the fraction of the sphere area covering the aperture is Aex/AT = 0.0935/π, the fraction of the
sphere area excluding the aperture is AW/AT = 3.0481/π, and the sphere reflectance (ρ) is modeled
as 0.9. Here, the total path length is `j = (8 + 0.667j); the average path length inside a 1 m sphere
between bounces is 0.667 m and the path from the last bounce to the SMWIR dewar window is 1 m
(VIIRS observes a spot on the opposite side of the sphere from the aperture) plus the 7 m path outside
the sphere. The efficiency of the integrating sphere is given by

E = ρ
Aex

AT

100

∑
j=1

(
ρ

AW
AT

)j−1
. (11)

This model accounts for paths of up to 100 bounces inside the sphere; in practice, this is enough
to converge the transmittance to the order of 10−6. The summations start at j = 1, which is the one
bounce case. The transmittance is path length dependent, so it must be determined separately for each
term in the summation.
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Atmospheric transmittance data was provided by the University of Wisconsin (UW) in the form
of line-by-line radiative transfer model (LBLRTM) spectra [13,14] for various AH, `, and temperatures.
These spectra were convolved by UW with a JPSS-2 predicted spectral response function. Data
was provided at the temperatures, AH, and ` listed in Table 3. The atmospheric transmittance was
estimated using a trilinear interpolation of the LBLRTM data at the specific conditions of the test
(temperature, AH, and `). These atmospheric transmittances represent a broadband average for the
M9 predicted bandpass.

Table 3. Input parameters used in the LBLRTM. All permutations of these input parameters were used
in the model calculations.

AH T `
(g/m3) (K) (m)

2.5, 5, 7.5, 290, 305, 1, 3, 4.5, 6, 9, 12, 20,
10, 12.5, 15 320 27.5, 35, 42.5, 50, 75

Then, the sensor response is divided by the atmospheric transmittance. The source drift correction
described above for the reflective bands is applied after the atmospheric correction. Then, the RVS is
determined in the same manner as the other reflective bands.

3.4. Uncertainty

For the purposes of this work, the standard propagation of uncertainty is followed, as outlined
in [15,16]. Here, u(xi) is the uncertainty of the variable xi that enters into the calculation of the
RVS and u(xi, xj) is the covariance between xi and xj. The uncertainty in the measured RVS for
the reflective bands (and DNB) is a function of the instrument response, including contributions
from noise, source drift, and atmospheric transmittance (where applicable). The uncertainty in
the measured RVS for the thermal bands is a function of the instrument response, various source
temperatures, source emissivities, RTA reflectance, and spectral response functions. These uncertainties
were propagated to the measured RVS, and then included in the least-squares fitting algorithm.
This algorithm produces k = 1 uncertainties on the coefficients ai as well as covariances between the
coefficients [15].

Then, the AOI dependent uncertainty on the modeled RVS (based on Equation (1) normalized to
RVSSV) is determined by propagating the uncertainty in the RVS coefficients as well as AOI uncertainty
through the following:

u2(RVS)
RVS2 ≤ u2 (a0)

[
1

RVS − 1
]2

+ u2 (a1)
[

AOI
RVS −

AOISV
RVSSV

]2

+u2 (a2)

[
AOI2

RVS −
AOI2

SV
RVSSV

]2
+ 2u (a0, a1)

[
1

RVS − 1
] [

AOI
RVS −

AOISV
RVSSV

]
+2u (a0, a2)

[
1

RVS − 1
] [

AOI2

RVS −
AOI2

SV
RVSSV

]
+2u (a1, a2)

[
AOI
RVS −

AOISV
RVSSV

] [
AOI2

RVS −
AOI2

SV
RVSSV

]
+u2 (AOI)

[
a1+2a2 AOI

RVS

]2
+ 2u (AOI) u (a0)

∣∣∣ a1+2a2 AOI
RVS

∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ 1
RVS − 1

∣∣∣
+2u (AOI) u (a1)

∣∣∣ a1+2a2 AOI
RVS

∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ AOI
RVS −

AOISV
RVSSV

∣∣∣
+2u (AOI) u (a2)

∣∣∣ a1+2a2 AOI
RVS

∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ AOI2

RVS −
AOI2

SV
RVSSV

∣∣∣∣ .

(12)

Note that the covariance terms between the AOI and the RVS coefficients were not directly
estimated; a direct calculation of these terms is beyond the scope of this work. Instead, an upper bound
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on the covariance terms is determined through use of the Schwarz inequality [15], or |u(xi, xj)| ≤
u(xi)u(xj); this provides a worst case estimate.

3.5. RVS Model

As shown in Equation (1), the RVS is modeled as a quadratic polynomial in HAM AOI and all
three parameters are fit independently. However, when the RVS is normalized to some angle (in this
case the SV AOI of 60.47 degrees),

RVS
RVSSV

=
a0 + a1 AOI + a2 AOI2

a0 + a1 AOISV + a2 AOI2
SV

, (13)

the number of independent degrees of freedom is actually two instead of three. This becomes explicit
when the terms are rearranged as follows:

RVS
RVSSV

= 1 + b1 (AOI − AOISV) + b2

(
AOI2 − AOI2

SV

)
, (14)

where we define the new coefficients in relation to the old as

b1 =
a1

a0 + a1 AOISV + a2 AOI2
SV

, (15)

and
b2 =

a2

a0 + a1 AOISV + a2 AOI2
SV

. (16)

This also has the effect of greatly simplifying the uncertainty model, by reducing the number of
terms from ten to six, or

u2(RVS)
RVS2 ≤ u2 (b1) (AOI − AOISV)

2 + u2 (b2)
(

AOI2 − AOI2
SV
)2

+2u (b1, b2) (AOI − AOISV)
(

AOI2 − AOI2
SV
)

+u2 (AOI) (b1 + 2b2 AOI)2

+2u (AOI) u (b1) |b1 + 2b2 AOI| |AOI − AOISV |
+2u (AOI) u (b2) |b1 + 2b2 AOI|

∣∣AOI2 − AOI2
SV

∣∣ .

(17)

In this formulation, the data must be normalized to AOISV before the fitting, whereas, in the
three-parameter model, the normalization can take place after the fitting.

4. Results

4.1. Reflective Band Performance

The RVS for all of the reflective bands and the DNB were fit using the approach outlined in
Section 3 and [8]. Figure 1 shows an example of the un-normalized RVS fitting for band M1, HAM side
A. The symbols represent the measured data and the lines denote the fit RVS functions. The RVS
functions agree well with the measured data for band M1, and this is also the case for the remaining
reflective bands. The derived RVS functions for all of the reflective bands and the DNB are shown
in Figures 2 and 3 for a middle detector. The blue curves denote the JPSS-2 RVS where solid and
dashed lines indicate HAM sides A and B, respectively. In general, the RVS for the two HAM sides is
very consistent for JPSS-2 VIIRS. In addition, for a given band, all detectors behave similarly (as seen
in Figure 1 for band M1). The curves in Figures 2 and 3 have been normalized to the AOISV of
60.47 degrees. The largest RVS variation occurs for the bluest bands M1–M3 with up to about 1.5%
change across the full range of AOI (from about 28.6 degrees to 60.5 degrees). The smallest RVS
changes occur for bands M7, M11, and I2 with less than 0.1% variation over AOI. The atmospheric
correction for M9 has been applied here but will be discussed in Section 4.3.
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Figure 1. Band M1 un-normalized RVS plotted as a function of HAM AOI for HAM side A. The legend
defines the different symbol/color combinations that correspond to each detector.

Figure 2. SNPP, JPSS-1, and JPSS-2 reflective band (I1–I3 and M1–M5) RVS plotted versus HAM AOI
(black, red, and blue lines respectively). Solid and dashed lines denote HAM sides A and B, respectively.
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Figure 3. SNPP, JPSS-1, and JPSS-2 reflective band (M6–M11) and DNB RVS plotted versus HAM AOI
(black, red, and blue lines respectively). Solid and dashed lines denote HAM sides A and B, respectively.

The RVS for SNPP and JPSS-1 VIIRS reflective bands and the DNB are also included in Figures 2
and 3, represented by the black and red lines, respectively (again, solid and dashed lines indicate HAM
sides A and B). The observed differences for all bands are in general small. The previous VIIRS builds
had larger HAM side differences [8], particularly with bands M6 (for SNPP) and I2/M7 (for JPSS-1).
The detector dependence for JPSS-2 VIIRS was also comparable for both SNPP and JPSS-1 VIIRS,
with the exception of the DNB for which the edge detectors were outliers on earlier builds (particularly
JPSS-1 VIIRS). The HAM coating was different for SNPP VIIRS; for JPSS-1 VIIRS, the HAM sides were
coated at very different times [8].

4.2. Thermal Band Performance

The relevant temperatures were extracted from VIIRS telemetry, and their corresponding radiances
were calculated from the Planck equation, convolved over the spectral response functions. Then, the
RVS in Equation (6) was calculated for each scan angle. These RVS values were used to conduct a fit
versus HAM AOI (as determined from Equation (1)). The measured, un-normalized RVS along with
the fitted curves for band M14 (HAM side A) are shown in Figure 4. The RVS function reproduces
the measured data well for band M14, and this is also the case for the remaining thermal bands.
Band M14 shows the greatest variation, changing by about 10% over the full AOI range. The derived
RVS functions for all of the thermal bands are shown in Figure 5 for a middle detector. The blue
curves denote the JPSS-2 RVS where solid and dashed lines indicate HAM sides A and B, respectively.
The RVS in Figure 5 has been normalized to AOISV (60.47 degrees). The other LWIR bands vary by
between 3% and 6%; in contrast, the MWIR bands change by less than 1% across the full range of AOI.
Very little HAM side or detector dependence was observed for any thermal band.
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Figure 4. Band M14 un-normalized RVS plotted as a function of HAM AOI for HAM side A. The legend
defines the different symbol/color combinations that correspond to each detector.

Figure 5. SNPP, JPSS-1, and JPSS-2 thermal band RVS plotted versus HAM AOI (black, red, and blue
lines respectively). Solid and dashed lines denote HAM sides A and B, respectively.

The SNPP and JPSS-1 thermal band RVS are also shown in Figure 5 by the black and red lines,
respectively (again, solid and dashed lines indicate HAM sides A and B). In general, all bands behave
in a similar manner. There is more HAM side variation on both SNPP and JPSS-1 compared to JPSS-2.
In addition, the LWIR bands all show slightly larger RVS variation across the range of AOI compared
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to the previous builds. The MWIR bands show a comparable level of overall variation, but exhibit
more curvature in the RVS function for JPSS-2 VIIRS.

4.3. Atmospheric Correction

The calculated AH is plotted in Figure 6 using data from the THM that was close to the integrating
sphere aperture. The black lines indicate all of the data taken over the course of the test while the
red symbols represent the specific test data used in the RVS determination. There is a fair amount of
variation in AH over all of the data (about 6%), but variations within the individual test data collections
were small (below 0.4%).

Figure 6. (a) AH plotted versus days since the beginning of July 2016; (b) atmospheric transmittance
plotted versus days since the beginning of July 2016. Black lines indicate all data taken over the course
of testing; red symbols represent data used in the determination of the reflective band RVS.

UW provided the LBLRTM transmittance data convolved with a predicted M9 spectral response
function. There are a number of narrow absorption lines within the M9 bandpass, making the estimate
sensitive to the spectral response function used. The convolution was performed for all of the cases
listed in Table 3. The atmospheric transmittance at a specific AH tend to zero as the path length
increases in an exponential decay. The temperature dependence is subdominant to the AH and path
length dependence. The model transmittances were then used to estimate the transmittance at the
specific AH, temperature, and path length measured during the test. The estimates of τ are shown
in Figure 6 for the duration of the testing. Again, the black lines indicate all of the data taken over
the course of the test while the red symbols represent the specific test data collected for the RVS
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determination. The calculated transmittances were averaged over a particular test data collection
and then applied to correct the measured sensor response. The atmospheric correction significantly
reduced the apparent drift in the repeated measurements; the remaining drift was assumed to be linear
and the same drift correction based on the repeated measurements was applied as used for the other
reflective bands.

The fit RVS is shown in Figure 7 for HAM side A with and without the atmospheric correction
(lower and upper plots). The curves in this figure are un-normalized. The data in the upper plot is
much more scattered, while the atmospheric correction reduces the scatter significantly as seen in the
lower plot. The fit reproduces the corrected data much better; all detectors behave in family. The HAM
side difference for the normalized RVS for band M9 (middle detector) is shown in Figure 3. The solid
line denotes HAM side A and the dashed line represents HAM side B; the observed differences are
small. JPSS-1 VIIRS had a larger HAM side difference, while SNPP VIIRS had a similar amount of
HAM side difference.

Figure 7. Band M9 un-normalized RVS plotted as a function of HAM AOI for HAM side A without
(a) and with (b) the atmospheric correction. The legend defines the different symbol/color combinations
that correspond to each detector.

To quantify the improvement in the fitting, the root mean square (RMS) residuals for the fits with
and without the atmospheric correction were 0.00025 and 0.00098; for comparison, the RMS residuals
for neighboring bands (centered at 1260 nm and 1610 nm) were 0.00007 and 0.00023. As a check on
the final band M9 RVS, a comparison between bands M8, M9, and M10 shows that the atmospheric
corrected band M9 RVS behaves in family, as seen in Figure 3.

4.4. Uncertainty

The error sources for the measured reflective band RVS are the uncertainties in the response.
Because this is a relative measurement, only the random error sources for the response contribute;
thus, the uncertainty is taken to be the standard deviation of the mean over all measurements at a
particular scan angle. Since the method of using linear interpolations was employed to remove the
drift, the repeatability uncertainty was not estimated. For band M9, an additional uncertainty was
estimated as the standard deviation of the mean for the atmospheric transmittance; then, the root sum
square of this uncertainty and the response uncertainty was used as the measured RVS uncertainty.
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To determine the uncertainty in the thermal band RVS, uncertainties in the individual
contributions to the measured RVS needed to be estimated. The radiance uncertainty for each of
the radiances that factor into the Equation (6) was determined to be the standard deviation of the
radiance measurements over scan for each scan angle measurement. The uncertainty in the response
was the random uncertainty in the background subtracted digital response; for the purposes of this
work, the random error in dnLABB and dnOBCBB was the standard deviation of the mean over all
measurements at a particular scan angle. A number of uncertainty contributors were not considered in
the above sections because the RVS is a normalized quantity; as such, any term that is considered a
bias to all measurements for a given band and detector will not contribute. Uncertainty contributors
for the thermal bands that did not enter into this calculation include the temperature and spectral
biases on the radiance uncertainty, the emissivity, and the reflectance of the RTA.

These uncertainties in the measured RVS for both the reflective and emissive bands were
propagated through a least squares fitting routine, which provides estimates of the uncertainty on the
fitting coefficients ai as well as covariances.

The final RVS uncertainty was estimated by propagating the coefficient uncertainties and
covariances through Equation (12). An additional uncertainty on the AOI of the equivalent angular
separation of one un-aggregated pixel was included. The covariant terms between the AOI uncertainty
and the coefficient uncertainty were estimated by the Schwarz inequality; thus, the quoted uncertainty
is a worst case. In practice, these terms are subdominant, so that the estimated uncertainty is expected
to be close to the true uncertainty. The final uncertainty was then estimated for HAM AOI ranging
from 28.6 degrees to 62 degrees, covering the full range of in orbit measurements.

As an example, the uncertainty estimate for bands M1 and M14 are plotted with the RVS function
in Figure 8. Note that the uncertainty is at a minimum near 60.5 degrees AOI, where the RVS is defined
as unity. It is not exactly zero in this work because the Schwarz inequality was used and this provides
an upper bound on the uncertainty. As expected, the uncertainty increases as one moves away from
the normalization point and is the worst at the HAM minimum of about 28.7 degrees. This behavior is
common to all bands.

For the reflective bands (I1–I3, M1–M11) and the DNB, maximum uncertainties range from about
0.009% for M10 to 0.05% for M4. This is below the target uncertainty of 0.3% allocated to the RVS
by the sensor vendor as part of their total uncertainty budget. The band maximum uncertainties are
listed in Table 4. For all bands, the largest contributions to the uncertainty are the a1 and a2 terms.
As the RVS enters into the calibrated reflectance as a multiplicative factor for the reflective bands,
the maximum uncertainty on the reflectance due to RVS for each band is equivalent to the maximum
RVS uncertainties listed in Table 4.

For the thermal bands, the worst case uncertainties range from 0.11% for M15 to 0.26% for I4. Both
I4 and I5 show uncertainties for some AOI that are above the 0.2% target value; all other bands are below
their respective target values (0.2% for M12, M13, M15, and M16; 0.6% for M14). The larger uncertainties
in bands I4 and I5 are driven by the dn uncertainties; these two bands are known to have higher noise
(on the order of 3 times larger than the other thermal bands). The band maximum uncertainties
are also listed in Table 4. For all of the thermal bands, the largest contributions to the uncertainty
are the a1 and a2 terms. Propagating the maximum uncertainties listed in Table 4 to the retrieved
brightness temperature yields the temperature uncertainties listed in Table 5. Brightness temperature
uncertainties are generally around 0.1 K or lower, except at low scene temperatures (below 230 K for
I4, M12 and M13; below 190 K for I5 and M14–M16). I5 has slightly higher uncertainties for most scene
temperatures. Note that this is a worst case estimate near the end of a scan (where the HAM AOI is at
a minimum).
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Figure 8. Plots of band M1 (a) and M14 (b) RVS for a middle detector, HAM side A with their
corresponding uncertainty estimates (in red) as a function of HAM AOI.

Table 4. Band maximum RVS uncertainty estimate for all VIIRS bands (in %).

Band Uncertainty Band Uncertainty Band Uncertainty

M1 0.041 M7 0.016 I4 0.263
M2 0.026 I2 0.017 M13 0.152
M3 0.025 M8 0.013 M14 0.130
M4 0.053 M9 0.021 M15 0.113
I1 0.015 M10 0.009 I5 0.230

M5 0.035 I3 0.026 M16A 0.113
DNB 0.010 M11 0.016 M16B 0.114
M6 0.023 M12 0.167

Table 5. Brightness temperature uncertainties due solely to the RVS maximum uncertainties listed in
Table 4 (in K).

Scene T I4 I5 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16A M16B

190 0.65 0.43 0.35 0.40 0.40 0.23 0.21 0.21
210 0.71 0.23 0.38 0.44 0.18 0.12 0.12 0.12
230 0.51 0.14 0.30 0.23 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.06
250 0.15 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03
270 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
290 0.05 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
310 0.07 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
330 0.08 0.13 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
345 0.09 0.15 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.08
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4.5. Model Validity

The model simplifications outlined in Section 3.5 were used to reproduce the results in Sections 4.1
and 4.2. In all cases, the differences between the two and three parameter fits defined by Equations (1)
and (14) were negligible. The associated uncertainty for the two parameter RVS was also estimated.
These uncertainties were slightly smaller than the estimates derived in Section 4.4 due mainly to
reduction in covariant terms between the AOI uncertainty and the fitting coefficient uncertainty,
whose contributions were subdominant but non-negligible.

5. Conclusions

The JPSS-2 VIIRS RVS is a critical parameter that must be characterized prior to launch in order
to ensure accurate calibration once the instrument is on orbit. This parameter describes the relative
variation in reflectance with scan angle for the fore-optics. Measurements were made in the summer of
2016 to characterize this quantity at the sensor vendor facility (Raytheon El Segundo). Analysis has
shown less than 2% variation in the RVS for all reflective bands and mid-wave emissive bands,
and between 3% and 10% variation in the RVS for the long-wave infrared. This is comparable to the
two previous VIIRS builds, SNPP and JPSS-1. An atmospheric correction was applied to account
for water vapor absorption in the laboratory environment. The measurement uncertainty was also
estimated: up to 0.05% for the reflective bands and up to 0.26% for the thermal bands.
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